
 

OPEN PEACE LETTER TO PALESTINIAN LEADER 

 Khaled Mashal - Chairman of the Hamas Political Bureau 

To: Mr. Khaled Mashal 

Head of Hamas 

Dear Leader Khaled Mashal, 

 

We at IFLAC-the International Forum for the Literature and Culture of Peace,  send you this 

open PEACE PLEA in the hope that it will help to end the Conflict and Wars between Hamas 

and Israel.  We think that to resolve the conflict, both Hamas and Israel should mutually 

recognize each other’s national aspirations. Hamas should recognize the legitimacy of the State 

of Israel, and Israel should abolish the occupation, and recognize the legitimate aspiration of 

the Palestinian people to a free and viable Palestinian State, living in peace by the side of its 

neighbor Israel. 

To accomplish this goal the following steps are needed on both the Palestinian and Israeli sides:  

1. Hamas is the responsible leader in Gaza 

To reach mutual recognition, Hamas should stop firing rockets at Israel, as it did again on 

23.04.2015. Hamas is the responsible leader in Gaza and it should not allow any rockets to be 

fired at Israeli villages anymore. If as Hamas declared that its hatred Charter is not relevant 

anymore, it should publish a Peace Charter that clearly acknowledges the recognition of the 

legitimate State of Israel, and demanding the end of the occupation and the recognition by 

Israel of Palestinian aspiration to a free Palestinian State. 

 

2. WAR IS NOT THE WAY!  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamas


Hamas has tried several times to destroy Israel and has failed, as the last time in “Tzuk 

Eitan” (starting 8th of July, 2014). The poor Palestinian people have not yet rebuilt their 

houses and what would happen if Hamas resumes its firing of rockets at Israel, Israel 

would again be forced to defend its people, and again it is the Palestinian people who 

would suffer most! 

 

3.   Advantages of a Hamas Peace Charter 

The advantages of changing the Hamas attitude of aggression toward Israel to one of 

objectivity, openness and peace, could pave the way to a Peace Treaty between Israel 

and Palestine, as the important Peace Treaty it has with Egypt and with Jordan. It is to 

the advantage of the Palestinian people and especially of Hamas, to adopt a totally new  

attitude toward its neighbor Israel. This could pave the way to everything which the 

Palestinian people aspire to: including a port of its own in Gaza, as well as an airport in a 

free and peaceful Palestine.     

 

4. We appeal to you Mr. Khaled Mashal, as a responsible and rational Chairman of the Hamas 

Political Bureau, to convince the Palestinian leaders and people of Gaza to resolve their inner 

problems as quickly as possible, so that Israel can accept the Hudna (cease fire) which 

Hamas proposes for 3-5 years. Only if the Hamas Charter is changed to a Peace Charter, can 

the peace negotiations between Israeli and Palestinian leaders be resumed and lead to a 

fruitful future for both the Palestinian and the Israeli people. 

 

5. We are looking forward to your response to our IFLAC PEACE PLEA, and hope that it will be 

positive. Recently we sent an Open Peace Letter too, to the Palestinian President Mahmoud 

Abbas. 
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